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ABSTRACT

We investigate the magnetic field dependence of the spin excitation spectra of the chiral soliton lattice (CSL) in the helimagnet CrNb3S6, by
means of microwave resonance spectroscopy. The CSL is a prototype of a noncollinear spin system that forms periodically over a
macroscopic length scale. Following the field initialization of the CSL, we found three collective resonance modes over an exceptionally wide
frequency range. Upon further reducing the magnetic field toward 0 T, the spectral weight of these collective modes was disrupted by the
emergence of additional resonances whose Kittel-like field dependence was linked to coexisting field polarized magnetic domains. The collec-
tive behavior at a macroscopic level was only recovered upon reaching the helical magnetic state at 0 T. The magnetic history of this noncol-
linear spin system can be utilized to control microwave absorption, with potential use in magnon-driven devices.

Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5131067

Recently, magnetic systems with noncollinear spin textures have
attracted immense attention due to their ability to act as magnonic
conduits with a programmable band structure.1–4 Naturally, good field
stability and spatial coherence of the underlying noncollinear magnetic
structure are essential requirements to ensure efficient propagation
and manipulation of the magnonic signals. In this sense, chiral heli-
magnetic materials are very promising as the spatial coherence is
built-in primarily due to an energy balance between the antisymmetric
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction5,6 and the symmetric
exchange interaction, enabling spatially robust magnetic textures such
as magnetic skyrmions4,7,8 and the chiral helical and the chiral spin
soliton lattice phases.9 In chiral helimagnetic materials, periodically
self-assembled magnetic elements emerge and can be tuned efficiently
with an external magnetic field. When dealing with magnetic materials
capable of hosting these “naturally” assembled spin textures, there is
the need to assess the impact of magnetic disorder and defects as these
can disrupt the spatial coherence and consequently affect the collective
excitations and the propagation of spin waves.

In this Letter, we report the existence of three spin resonance
regimes observed while varying the external magnetic field within the
chiral soliton lattice (CSL) phase of a chiral helimagnetic crystal,
CrNb3S6, with micrometer sized dimensions. In micrometer sized

crystals as such, there exists an energy barrier that opposes an other-
wise continuous transition from a field saturated phase to the CSL
phase.10 During the field process of overcoming this energy barrier,
magnetic disorder can appear in the form of magnetic dislocations,
which then vanish at zero magnetic field.11 In our experimental results,
the magnetic field range where each of the three distinct resonance
regimes was observed is qualitatively coincident with that of the mag-
netic dislocations discussed in Ref. 11.

In the field regime that precedes the emergence of a significant
number of magnetic dislocations, microwave spectroscopy experi-
ments detected three resonance modes, concurrent with the onset of
the CSL phase. The lowest order modes were detected at 14–20GHz,
while a higher order mode appeared at approximately twice this fre-
quency. The multimode character of the spin excitation spectra is
linked to the periodic nonlinear modulation of the moments forming
the CSL and is reported here following its theoretical prediction.12–14

The overcoming of the energy barrier occurs with a further decrease in
the field strength toward 0T. Here, we found two types of modes,
which we ascribe to intrinsic CSL modes and ferromagnetic, Kittel-like
modes, indicating the existence of a disordered CSL phase.
Interestingly, upon switching the polarization of the external magnetic
field through 0T, we found a clear transformation in the amplitude
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and field dependence of the resonance modes measured in the increas-
ing field branch toward the critical field. The emergence of the helical
state at 0T triggered the extinction of the disordered phase, enabling
the recovery of the collective spin excitation expected for an ideal,
ordered CSL phase. Thus, we shed light on the differences between the
spin excitation spectra of ordered and disordered CSL phases in
micrometer sized crystals and reveal a magnetic field protocol that
triggers only the spin wave resonance of the ordered CSL phase.

The spin configuration of the helimagnetic compound CrNb3S6
at 0T (below a critical temperature of 127K) corresponds to the chiral
helical state consisting of 2p magnetic kinks (MKs) arrayed with a
periodicity of 48 nm.6,15 Due to the symmetry of the crystal, two types
of field-driven phase transitions can occur. When a magnetic field is
applied parallel to the chiral helical axis, the helical state undergoes a
transition to the saturated state via a conical phase. In this case, the
spins cant toward the helical axis until the saturation is reached at a
field magnitude of 2T.13 On the other hand, when a magnetic field is
applied perpendicular to the helical axis, the chiral spin soliton lattice
(CSL) emerges.15 The CSL is composed of MKs periodically distanced
by regions with field polarized spins. The periodicity of the MKs
increases with the strength of H until a critical field, HC, is reached.
Above HC, the field polarized (FP) phase is obtained. In this field con-
figuration, the magnitude of HC varies between 0.15 and 0.24T.16–18

Several interesting features of the CSL such as spatial coherence,
robustness with regard to the magnetic field, and discretized behavior
can be found in the literature, both in the limits of small micrometer
sized16,19–22 and in bulk specimens.23,24

Bulk crystals of CrNb3S6 were grown using a chemical vapor
transport method.23,25 A micrometer sized rectangular specimen was
cut from a bulk crystal using a focused ion beam technique and
attached onto the signal line of a coplanar waveguide using tungsten.
The length along the helical axis, the width parallel toH, and thickness
of the specimen were 58.6, 12.4, and 2:6lm, respectively. In the
present experiments, the microwave field driving the spin precession
was set perpendicular to the chiral axis (for details, see Sec. I in the
supplementary material).

A coplanar-waveguide based microwave spectroscopy technique
was employed to measure the spin excitation spectra via the forward
transmission parameter S21 as a function of the frequency and
the magnetic field (see the supplementary material for details). The
corrected magnitude and the field derivative of S21 are referred to as
DS and dDS/dH, respectively. In the experiments, the magnitude
of the external field, jHj, was first decreased from large field values
(well above HC) to 0T and then increased from 0T up to large fields,
and these are referred to as decreasing and increasing field sweeps,
respectively.

Figure 1(a) shows the amplitude of DS obtained while varying
the magnitude of l0H from �200mT to 200mT, in field steps of
5mT, at a temperature of 20K. In the field polarized (FP) phase, we
identified three to four resonance modes with a Kittel-type field
dependence, which is consistent with previous reports.26,27 At a mag-
netic field of �138mT (HJ), the Kittel-like modes were replaced by
three resonance branches whose field dependence is labeled as type-I
modes. This transformation in resonance behavior marked the emer-
gence of the CSL phase. As the field magnitude was decreased further,
the resonance frequency of the two type-I modes at lower frequencies
varied between 14 and 20GHz, while the frequency of the third mode

increased rapidly from 18 to 35GHz. Between �138mT and
�100mT, the type-I modes followed the outset of a domelike field
dependence, which is consistent with the expected behavior in the
intrinsic CSL phase.12,13 In order to clarify the field behavior of the
type-I modes, we show the field derivative plot of DS in Fig. 1(b),
which highlights the existence of three resonance modes. Figure 1(c)
shows the amplitude profile of the resonance mode observed at high
frequencies, for different values ofH.

In the field range between�100mT and 0mT, in addition to the
type-I modes, we observed a number of other resonance modes that
clearly do not follow the field dependence intrinsic to the collective

FIG. 1. (a) Amplitude of DS plotted as a function of frequency, f, and external mag-
netic field, H. The horizontal lines indicate the magnetic phases FP, disordered-
CSL, and CSL, and their arrowheads indicate the field sweep direction. The elon-
gated triangles displayed vertically indicate the fields where the number of type-II
modes changed abruptly. (b) Plot of d DS/dH as a function of f and H. Data
obtained while sweeping l0H from �200mT to þ200mT in field steps of 1 mT. (c)
Line trace of the high order mode plotted as a function of f in the vicinity of HC.
Markers indicate the center frequency of the resonance. (d) Amplitude profiles of
DS at the various stages of the field sweep [dashed lines in (a)]. Open and full
black arrows indicate the center frequency of the resonance modes of type-I/III
and type-II modes, respectively. The line traces are Lorentzian fits to the various
resonance modes.
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dynamics of the CSL. These are indicated in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) as
type-II modes. With the decreasing field magnitude toward 0T, each
of these modes decreased linearly in frequency and disappeared sud-
denly at certain fields, as indicated by the triangular markers. In this
field region, we observed five to six resonance modes, which vanished
sequentially from lower to higher frequencies.

The switching of the field polarity, from small negative to positive
fields (�5! 5mT), which expectedly enabled the appearance of the
helical state, resulted in both the vanishing of the type-II modes and
the sharp increase in the amplitude of the microwave absorption of
the resonance modes identified as type-III in Fig. 1(a). The change in
the resonance spectra can be visualized also in Fig. 1(d), which shows
absorption lines measured at various magnetic field values before (i)
and (ii) and after 0T (iii)–(v), also corresponding to the vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 1(a). Note that the frequency spreading of the reso-
nance modes in Fig. 1(d-ii) is wider by 3GHz compared to (iii) due to
the existence of the type-II modes indicated by the solid arrows, at
lower frequencies.

The field dependence of the resonances is discussed further with
reference to Fig. 2(a), which shows the absorption amplitude of the
main type-I (H < 0) and type-III (H > 0) modes plotted as a function
of H. We observed an increase in the amplitude of the main type-I
mode between �138mT and �100mT, followed by a decrease at
l0H > �100mT, ascribed to the emergence of the type-II modes.
Above 0T, a drastic increase in the amplitude of the type-III modes
was observed.

Despite the much larger resonance amplitude above 0T, the fre-
quency of the two pairs of type-III modes seemed to connect smoothly
across 0T to the type-I modes observed in the decreasing field branch.
However, at increasingly large values of H in the increasing field pro-
cess, the resonances deviated from the domelike field dependence of
the type-I modes. Instead, the resonance frequency increased slowly at
low fields and then more rapidly asH approachedHC. Note that in the
increasing field branch (H > 0), each broad resonance was composed
of two overlapping modes with similar field dependences, as shown in
Fig. 1(d). Importantly, the resonance frequency of the type-III modes
followed a field dependence that is neither the intrinsic domelike CSL
behavior of the type-I modes nor the Kittel-like dependence of the
type-II modes observed in the decreasing field branch.

In the resonance spectra observed near HC � 150mT, we
observed a field region, between 140 mT and 160mT, where the reso-
nance modes attributed to the CSL and FP phases appear to coexist.
We choseHC as the field magnitude above which the resonance attrib-
uted to the CSL decreased pronouncedly, while the Kittel-like resonan-
ces have clearly recovered. Well above HC, the resonances exhibited a
field dependence similar to that of the Kittel-like modes previously
identified in the FP phase.

Previous experimental and theoretical results have shown that
the collective spin dynamics of the CSL in finite size specimens
depends strongly on the shape, the boundary conditions, and the
intrinsic dynamics of the MKs.14,26,27 In Refs. 26 and 27, which
focused on smaller specimens with a reduced number of MKs, the res-
onance behavior in the decreasing field process was characterized by a
sharp frequency jump of typically 1.5–2.0GHz, at l0HJ � 0.6HC. This
abrupt jump has been widely observed through various physical prop-
erties and has been recently attributed to the existence an energy
barrier that controls the insertion of the MKs in the decreasing field
process.10 The disordered phase was not unequivocally identified due
to a more ordered phase transition and possibly due to a lower signal
to noise ratio because of the sample size. In the present specimen, the
abrupt frequency jump was not clearly observed. The absence of a
clear jump in the resonance frequency and the fact that the magnitude
of HJ is comparable toHC appear to have promoted a near continuous
formation of the CSL with decreasing l0H from �138mT to 0T.
Hence, a domelike field dependence on the type-I modes during the
field decreasing process is observed. The domelike field dependence of
the type-I resonance modes is consistent with the previous theoretical
studies on the intrinsic excitation spectra of the CSL. Particularly in
Ref. 12, where, in addition to the overall dome-shaped field depen-
dence, it is discussed that the nth order CSL modes are dependent
on a set of wavevectors linked to the spin modulation period of the
MKs and that these modes can exist over a wide frequency range.
Moreover, a rapid increase in the resonance frequency of the higher
order modes and a simultaneous decrease in the mode amplitude are
expected to occur with an increase in the density of MKs.

In the present Letter, the observation of the high order mode is
an indication of the magnonic character of the CSL, which so far has
only been discussed from the theoretical standpoint in Ref. 12. In par-
ticular, we confirmed that the resonance of at least one collective
mode of the CSL increased markedly, from about 18GHz up to
35GHz, and that the amplitude of the high order mode varied rapidly
[see Fig. 2(b)] in the vicinity of HJ (or HC), where a considerable
increase in the density of MKs is expected to occur.12

The field dependence of the resonances is discussed further with
reference to Fig. 2(a), which shows the absorption amplitude of the
main type-I (H < 0) and type-III (H > 0) modes plotted as a function
of H. We observed an increase in the amplitude of the main type-I
mode between �138mT and �100mT, followed by a decrease at
l0H > �100mT, ascribed to the emergence of the type-II modes.
Above 0T, a drastic increase in the amplitude of the type-III modes
was observed.

The coexistence of the low order type-I modes with the Kittel-
like type-II modes strongly suggests that the CSL is mixed with regions
where ferromagnetic alignment persists, possibly along with a large
number of magnetic dislocations. The number and amplitude of type-
II modes in the decreasing field process are linked to the spatial

FIG. 2. (a) Absorption amplitude of the main resonance peak of type-I and type-III
modes attributed to the CSL, plotted as a function of H. The colored lines mark the
same fields as shown in Fig. 1. (b) Absorption amplitude of the high order mode as
a function of H in the vicinity of HJ (dashed line is a guide to the eye).
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distribution and extent of the magnetic dislocations, which in turn
reflect the contribution from the regions with ferromagnetic align-
ment. Presumably, such an overall disordered state was responsible for
the partial disruption of the intrinsic collective resonance of the CSL,
thereby preventing the CSL from acting as a collective entity at a
macroscopic length scale.

The enhancement of the collective resonance behavior of the
type-III modes (H > 0T) is believed to have been enabled by the
expulsion of the magnetic dislocations.

So far, only spectroscopic techniques such as microwave reso-
nance have been employed in the detection of the disordered CSL
phase mainly due to the specimen thickness (2.6 lm). However, recent
studies of much thinner specimens (�100 nm), using the Lorentz
mode of transmission electron microscopy, showed the existence of
magnetic edge dislocations, which are a signature of magnetic disorder
in the CSL phase. It is important to note that, in a clear resemblance to
the data discussed here, the magnetic dislocations were only observed
while imaging in the decreasing field process.11

With changing the polarity of H via zero magnetic field and the
consequent emergence of the chiral helical state, the type-II modes
vanished, triggering a different form of collective dynamics of the CSL.
This is clearly seen through the increase in amplitude of the type-III
modes above 0T and the slope field dependence that differs from that
observed in the type-I modes. In fact, a behavior similar to that of the
type-III modes has been seen in previous experiments,26 where a slope
field dependence was observed when following the same excitation
configuration. The mechanism behind this slope field behavior is
not clearly understood as more theoretical and experimental work is
necessary on this front.

In light of the present experiments and recent theoretical consid-
erations,28 one possible explanation might be that the collective reso-
nance of the CSL became strongly dependent on the boundary spins
due to the reordering of the spins near the surface (at 0T). While the
type-I modes reflect the intrinsic, bulklike, response of the CSL, the
type-III modes are a result of a collective CSL dynamics imposed by
the boundary conditions that are ultimately dependent on the strength
of the external field (hence the slope behavior). The absence of ferro-
magnetic domains and magnetic dislocations contributed to an
increase in the absorption amplitude and an enhancement in the cou-
pling between the microwave fields and the collective spin excitation
modes of the CSL defined by the boundary spins. In the decreasing
field process, the effect of the boundary spins on the collective
CSL dynamics could have been suppressed due to the existence of a
disordered phase.

In Fig. 3, we demonstrate the applicability and robustness of the
resonance spectra corresponding to a magnetically ordered CSL phase
at a macroscopic length scale. Once the disorder was removed from
the specimen, the enhanced collective resonance of the ordered CSL
phase persisted at all field values below HC, regardless of which field
sweep direction is adopted [0 ! �200mT in (i) or 0 ! 200mT in
(ii)]. Clearly, this enhanced response is symmetric with regard to the
magnitude of H, which contrasts to the disrupted CSL dynamics
obtained in the presence of magnetic disorder, as already presented in
Fig. 1.

In the data shown in Fig. 1(a), the high order mode is not clearly
identified in the increasing field branch due to loss in sensitivity on
that experiment. However, the data presented in Fig. 3 show a high

order resonance mode, as indicated by the red vertical arrows and
dashed lines in both (i) and (ii) (see Sec. II in the supplementary
material).

Following the qualitative interpretation above, the experimental
results may be summarized in the following manner. A disordered
CSL, composed of CSL and embedded ferromagnetic domains, pro-
duced two types of resonance modes with distinct and independent
field behavior. As H approached 0T, the resonance attributed to the
ferromagnetic domains disappeared gradually until the helical phase
was observed at 0T. At this point, a pronounced increase in the ampli-
tude of the resonance modes was observed, suggesting that the ferro-
magnetic domains or the magnetic dislocations were disrupting the
collective spin precession of the CSL. Once the helical phase was
reached, the whole system resumed the collective behavior, which con-
sisted of a number resonance modes with large amplitude and similar
field behavior.

Importantly, we have demonstrated that the disordered state and
inherent microwave resonance spectra can be completely erased and
the collective dynamics restored simply by sweeping the external field
through the helical magnetic phase at 0T. The control over the degree
of magnetic disorder in the CSL, which was facilitated by the choice of
the field process, can potentially enable the formation of field con-
trolled channels of MKs that could serve as spin wave conduits.

See the supplementary material for further details on the experi-
mental procedure, including a scanning electron microscope image of
the specimen. Supplementary data on the origin and field robustness
of the type-I and type-II modes are presented. In particular, data con-
cerning a minor field loop that helped identifying the origin of the
type-II modes are given. These data show the higher order type-I
modes on both the decreasing and increasing magnetic field sweeps.
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FIG. 3. Plot of d DS/dH as a function of f and H, corresponding to the increasing
field branch of (i) a minor field loop and (ii) the increasing field branch obtained in a
field sweep from �200mT to 200 mT. The reversal field of minor loop (i) was
0.03 T. Data obtained at T ¼ 50 K. The horizontal arrows indicate the field sweep
direction, and the inset illustrates the field process followed in (i) and (ii).
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